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ORDINARY WOMEN DOING

THINGS
BY: KERI BRIDGWATER
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From the ‘Queen of Collage’ to a stylist epitomizing California cool – meet four phenomenal female
tastemakers with some seriously sassy entrepreneurial spirit who are taking San Diego by storm.
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Yoga instructor, aerialist and fire spinner Leila Dora teaches that
true wellbeing can be achieved only when mind, body and spirit
are in harmony. “To be our most healthy, joyful and beautiful,” she
says, “we have to align the mental and spiritual aspects of our being, as
well as the physical.” With a bohemian upbringing (much of her childhood
was spent at her father’s falcon breeding center in Saudi Arabia) she attributes an early
interest in yoga to her mother, who was a regular practitioner. Her own path began in
earnest with a three-month spell in India to complete 200 hours of teacher training.
Alongside husband Joe Caldera she opened Trilogy Sanctuary, an eco-chic yoga studio,
holistic center and vegan café in La Jolla whose rooftop terrace affords breezy views of
the Pacific, and her classes a long list of devotees. A haven of peace and harmony it’s a
place where likeminded souls convene, friendships are formed, bodies leave nourished,
and minds a little brighter. For Leila, the most rewarding aspect of running the center
is being a part of amazing transformational stories. “I love seeing people’s faces light up
as they walk through the door, watching my students progress - creating new classes,
new dishes on the menu and new events to keep people inspired.” With a community
that has grown before her eyes, she concludes with a smile, “It feels magical that Trilogy
brought all this together, every day I’m just in awe that we created it.”

Follow Leilia on
Instagram:
@trilogysanctuary //
photos by: Joe Caldera
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Entrepreneur, new mom and creative director are just a few of many hats worn by the multi-talented
Julia Wheeler. When not styling shoots, busy with son Gram, or updating her blog sandiegosongbird.
com, alongside husband Dusty Rael she applies her keen eye for design curating swoon-worthy online
boutique, Gunn & Swain. Stocked with covetable Mexican blankets, Navajo jewelry, and vintage Turkish
Killim pillows sourced on trips across the South West, Latin America and beyond; handmade California
accent pieces anchor the store’s modern, beachy-bohemian vibe. Crediting her eclectic mix-and-match
aesthetic to globetrotting grandparents on one side of the family, and affinity with clean modern lines
to Scandinavian heritage on the other, she says, “My mom’s parents were travelers - their house was
filled with cool stuff from Europe and Mexico – so I think I inherited my parent’s blend of that clean
world traveler aesthetic.” While honeymooning in Greece tops her list of travel destinations, she notes
Argentina as a treasure hunter’s paradise, “but of course I always love New Mexico… because Turquoise!”
Though the shop is a great excuse to travel, she explains, “I love finding someone whose craftsmanship
I admire, and sharing it with likeminded people. I’ve been fortunate to meet some incredible Native
American artists this summer and feature their work.” With a life and business ethic inspired by the
Conan O’Brien quote, “If you work really hard, and you’re kind, amazing things will happen,” this
trendsetting tastemaker is reinventing California-casual one stylish and soulful step at a time.

Follow Julia on
Instagram:
@gunnswain //
photos by:
Taryn Kent
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Follow Melissa on Instagram:
@powwowdesignstudio

Images by:
Korakia Pension,
Tim Hardy,
Jeff Strukel,
Noa Azoulay
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Give design maven Melissa Strukel a rule and she will gladly break it. Meticulously crafted, her
opulent set designs have graced high desert plains, coastal mansions and downtown lofts. “I’ve been
creating and making my whole life - it’s who I am and what I do,” she explains, “but it’s never been
about recognition or money, it’s about the creative process which is a form of meditation for me.”
From fashioning the VIP tent at Coachella, to staging a Moroccan-themed party in Palm Springs, it’s
little wonder this self-proclaimed punk rock gypsy has become one of San Diego’s most in demand
event stylists. Melissa regularly opens up her Pow Wow Design Studio, an Aladdin’s cave of vintage
and repurposed treasures, exquisite finds and furnishings, to the creative community for workshops
and yoga nights. Named in honor of her mom (a mystic gypsy from New Mexico of German and
Native American descent) Pow Wow means gathering, community and celebration. “It seemed
fitting because we attended a Pow Wow before she went into the hospital; she was a huge influence
in my life and I’m proud to have named my business for her,” says Melissa. Advocating the power of
meditation and gratitude, she is appreciative for many incredible opportunities, and notes a recent
wedding in Yosemite as one that she will be forever changed by, “The most significant experiences
cannot be captured within a photo, or hashtag. They are moments in time, and the accumulative
light which guides and inspires us through life.”
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Positive affirmations like ‘Peace’, ‘Just Love’ and ‘Live Aloha’ adorn the colorful one-ofa-kind collages by artist and San Diego native Susan Wickstrand - soulful and inspiring
sentiments, which she believes will encourage humans to be more mindful of in our dayto-day lives. Composed on birch wood panels, her dreamy seascapes not only emphasize
the beauty of the ocean, but also shine a spotlight on the graceful form of female surfers
– Kassia Meador and Lauren Hill are just two famous sea sirens featured in her work. She
describes working with them as a pleasure, “their elegance and poise in the water sets such
a positive and inspiring example to the next generation of female athletes, and as a mother
that is something I really respect and admire.” An avid supporter of nonprofit organizations
including the SIMA Environmental Fund and Surfrider Foundation, Susan often donates her
artwork to help support significant social and public causes. As a Sanuk brand ambassador
she is honored to currently be designing a series of three limited edition sandals, including
a special Breast Cancer Awareness model, with the company. “Giving back is incredibly
important to me,” she explains “so I’m absolutely thrilled to be creating something for
women, that will help give back to something as important as breast cancer research.”
Shown exclusively at Greenroom Galleries in Japan and Hawaii, and Bliss 101 in Encinitas,
Susan’s impressive body of work is as rich in Aloha spirit as her sunny disposition and smilefilled ways.
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Follow Susan on
Instagram: @swickstrand
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